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Abstract:

Cytokinesis is the final stage of cell division that divides a cell into two. It requires the coordinated assembly and constriction of an Actin and Myosin based contractile ring in anaphase and telophase. The Rho signalling pathway is known to be a key player in regulating the events that lead to the localisation of components of the contractile ring and activation of its constriction. The immediate upstream regulators of RhoA are: the RhoA activator Pebble/ECT2, the Plus-end directed microtubule associated motor protein Pavarotti Kinesin like Protein (Pav-KLP)/MKLP1 and RacGAP50C/MgcRacGAP. At the onset of Cytokinesis, RacGAP50C and Pav-KLP form a complex, termed the centralspindlin complex, on the microtubules. Pebble binds the centralspindlin complex via RacGAP50C forming a complex, here termed the cytokinesis initiation complex. The complex then travels to the cell equator leading to RhoA activation and the subsequent assembly and constriction of the contractile ring.

Two major aims have been the focus of my PhD studies:

1) To investigate the mechanism behind continuous and stable contractile ring constriction after initiation of cytokinesis:

A stable and continuously constricting contractile ring requires the continuous presence of active RhoA. Both microtubules and the centralspindlin complex have been shown to be essential for this process. However, the mechanism by which they ensure this continual activation of RhoA is yet to be elucidated. In a search for potential candidates that would play a role in this process, Fluorescence Resonance Energy Transfer was adapted to the Drosophila system and used to detect direct spatio-temporal interactions between components of the contractile ring and the centralspindlin complex. Subsequently confirmed by Yeast Two-hybrid analysis, a direct interaction was identified between
RacGAP50C and Anillin, a RhoA effector that is attached to the Actin-based cell cortex via direct interactions with Actin and Myosin. Live imaging of neuroblast cells lacking Anillin revealed that the contractile ring destabilizes and falls apart after briefly constricting during anaphase. These results suggest that, during constriction, the centralspindlin complex on the microtubules is continuously linked to the Actin-based ring via an interaction with Anillin leading to the continual presence of Pebble and active RhoA. This explains the long known phenomenon that microtubules are required at the cell equator for a continual and stable contractile ring constriction.

2) To investigate the mechanism behind centralspindlin localisation and the subsequent initiation of cytokinesis:

RhoA activation in anaphase is achieved by the localisation of the cytokinesis initiation complex to the equatorial cortex. More recently, Polo Kinase has been found to play an essential role in this process. FRET and Yeast Two-hybrid Analysis revealed a direct interaction between RacGAP50C and Polo Kinase in anaphase leading to the hypothesis that Polo Kinase may be involved in the localisation of RacGAP50C and initiation of contractile ring assembly. To test this hypothesis, anaphase in *Drosophila polo* mutant cells was examined. Immuno-fluorescence of *polo* mutant cells in anaphase revealed that in the absence of Polo Kinase activity, both RacGAP50C and Pav-KLP stall on the microtubules and do not get to the equator where the contractile ring should assemble. This study revealed an essential role for Polo Kinase in the initial localisation of the RhoA activating complex to the cell equator.
CHAPTER I

Introduction
1. Background on cell cycle:

Cell cycle consists of a series of events that lead to the final division of a parent cell into two daughter cells. The stages of cell cycle can be divided into Gap0 (G0), Gap1 (G1), Synthesis (S phase), Gap2 (G2) and mitosis (M). A cell can remain in G0 for a long period of time until it is stimulated by a signal for transition through to the subsequent stages of cell cycle resulting in division (Hutchison and Glover, 1995). During G1, the cell synthesises the proteins required for DNA synthesis in the subsequent stage of S phase. In S phase the DNA content of the cell doubles in amount and this is followed by G2 during which the cell prepares itself for mitosis by synthesising and or activating the required regulatory molecules. Finally, M phase consists of the three subsequent sub-stages of metaphase, anaphase and telophase that lead to the final partition of all the organelles and the genetic material and division of the cell (Hutchison and Glover, 1995).

Transition through cell cycle is orchestrated by groups of regulatory molecules known as Cyclins, Cyclin dependent kinases (Cdkks) which can be inhibited by Cyclin dependent kinase inhibitors (CdkIs) and other genes required during cell-cycle (Li and Brooks, 1999, Hochegger et al., 2008). The action of these regulatory molecules allows progress through the three major transitions in cell cycle; G1 to S, G2 to M and metaphase to anaphase. The G1 to S transition is accompanied by DNA synthesis and coordinated by CyclinE-Cdk2. The G2 to M transition is accompanied by nuclear envelope break-down and controlled by CyclinA-Cdk2/Cdk1 while the metaphase to anaphase transition is marked by separation of the sister chromatids and coordinated by CyclinB-Cdk1 (Figure1) (Hochegger et al, 2008).

Proper transition though cell cycle and proper DNA replication and chromosome segregation is monitored by two major checkpoints, the DNA replication checkpoint and the spindle checkpoint (Russel P, 1998). The function of the DNA replication checkpoint is to ensure that
DNA replication is complete and it can trigger cell cycle arrest at the G2 to M transition stage (Boddy and Russell, 2001). The spindle checkpoint ensures the proper segregation of the sister chromatids and equal distribution of the chromosomes to the two separating daughter cells upon entry into anaphase (Molinari, M 2001). Once triggered, these checkpoints lead to the arrest of the cell during which the integrity of the replication or partition of genetic material is checked and ensured. Alternatively, if the cell cannot achieve the integrity of the genome, it undergoes programmed cell death and is eliminated (Pietenpol and Stewart, 2002).

NOTE:
This figure is included on page 7 of the print copy of the thesis held in the University of Adelaide Library.

**Figure 1: Cyclin control of transition through cell cycle.**

The three transition of Gap1 to Synthesis phase, Gap2 to mitosis and metaphase to anaphase are triggered by CyclinE-Cdk2, CyclinA-Cdk1/Cdk2 and CyclinB-Cdk1.

Source: Adapted from Hochegger et al 2008.
1.1 Background on Cytokinesis

Cytokinesis is the stage of the cell cycle by which one cell divides into two. It consists of a series of cellular morphological transitions that start in anaphase and end at the completion of telophase (Figure 1.1). It begins with the assembly of an acto-myosin based contractile ring at the cell cortex at the site of cleavage furrow formation. The ring then constricts leading to the formation of an intracellular bridge between the nuclei of the two separating daughter cells called the midbody. Finally, the bridge is cleaved in a process called abscission and the daughter cells separate (Satterwhite and Pollard, 1992).

Figure 1.1 Overview of cytokinesis:

a) Anaphase A: Sister chromatids move to the opposite poles of the cell.

b) Anaphase B: A contractile actomyosin ring assembles and constricts, leading to the formation of a cleavage furrow.

c) Late Telophase: The ring has constricted, resulting in the formation of a midbody.

NOTE:
This figure is included on page 8 of the print copy of the thesis held in the University of Adelaide Library.

Source: Adapted from Scholey et al 2003.
1.2 The events of cytokinesis:

1.2.1 Central spindle formation:

The central spindle, which forms during anaphase by reorganization of the mitotic spindle, is a complex of midzone and cortical microtubules that form a dense network of inter-digitating microtubules at the midzone of the cell (Mastronarde et al., 1993). A microtubule bound protein complex called the centralspindlin complex becomes associated with the inter-digitating plus ends of the central spindle microtubules (Figure 1.2.1) at the time of assembly of the acto-myosin contractile ring and condenses as the ring constricts leading to the formation of the midbody (Saxton and McIntosh, 1987). Studies have shown a possible association between the central spindle and the cell cortex leading to the conclusion that the cell-membrane is pulled-in in coordination with central spindle condensation and cytoskeletal rearrangements (Adams et al., 1998, Sisson et al., 2000). In addition, disassembly of the central spindle in late anaphase has been shown to prevent completion of cytokinesis (Wheatley and Wang, 1996). Analysis of a range of Drosophila mutants suggested that the proper function of the central spindle is essential for cytokinesis and that the central spindle plays a key role in defining the cleavage plain at the midzone of the cell where the contractile ring assembles (see below) (Gatti et al., 2000).

Figure 1.2.1 The central spindle

The central spindle is made up of microtubules that extend between the spindle poles and a protein complex called the central spindlin complex. The cleavage plane is the plane of constriction of the cell at the end of cell division.
1.2.2 Cleavage plane specification:

A range of physical manipulation and genetic approaches have been used to investigate the requirement for different constituents for cytokinesis. Experiments using Echinoderm eggs have shown that physically moving the inter-polar microtubules by poking at the poles so that the position of the midzone of the cell is changed, moves the position of the cleavage furrow, i.e., the furrow disappears upon moving the inter-polar microtubules and reappears where the microtubules reform the midzone (Rappaport, 1978). Consistent with this, Alsop and Zhang (2003) showed that microtubules were essential for cleavage plane specification, while DNA was dispensable (Alsop and Zhang, 2003).

1.2.3 Contractile ring assembly and ring constriction:

The localisation of the centralspindlin complex to the equator triggers the assembly and constriction of a contractile ring (Somers and Saint, 2003, Zhao and Fang, 2005, Nishimura and Yonemura, 2005, D'Avino et al., 2006). As furrowing progresses, the contractile ring constricts until it reaches the midzone microtubules (figure 1.2.1) at the centre of the cell forming an intracellular bridge (Brill et al., 2000) (Figure 1.1C). It is proposed that the contractile ring is linked to both the membrane and the central spindle resulting in furrow ingestion as it constricts drawing the cell membrane in with it (Giansanti et al., 1998).

1.3 The Rho small GTPase signalling pathway and Cytokinesis:

1.3.1 Rho small GTPase signalling:

Rho small GTPase-signalling plays an important role in cellular processes such as cell migration (Raftopoulou and Hall, 2004), adhesion (Malliri and Collard, 2003), proliferation (Debidda et al.,
2005), apoptosis (Dubreuil et al., 2003) and axonal guidance (Yuan et al., 2003). Rho-signalling is also a major player in proper spatial and temporal control of molecular interactions during cytokinesis. Rho signalling has been implicated in the localisation of the contractile ring components and other proteins to the site of cleavage furrow formation, constriction of the ring and invagination of the furrow and abscission (Glotzer, 2001).

Rho proteins act as molecular switches between a GDP (inactive) and GTP-bound (active) form (Bishop and Hall, 2000, Schmidt and Hall, 2002, Moon and Zheng, 2003). They are regulated by guanine nucleotide exchange factors (GEFs), GTPase activating proteins (GAPs) and Guanine nucleotide dissociation inhibitors (GDIs) (Takai et al., 2001). GEFs activate Rho GTPase function by inducing a conformational change that releases GDP, resulting in the uptake of GTP, which is the predominant form of phosphorylated guanosine in the cell. Conversely, GAPs inactivate Rho GTPase by stimulating the intrinsic GTPase activity of Rho-GTPase and converting the bound GTP to GDP. GDIs inhibit activation of Rho GTPases by recruiting RhoGDP from the membrane and keeping it in the cytosol so that it can not be activated by GEFs. However, in the event of an extracellular signal in favour of Rho-signalling, the association between GDIs and Rho GTPases is disrupted, Rho GTPases are recruited to the cell membrane and can then be activated by GEFs resulting in the activation of the Rho-signalling pathway (Figure 1.3.1) (Olofsson, 1999, Antonarakis and Van Aelst, 1998).

1.3.2 Rho signalling is required for cytokinesis:
A role for Rho signalling in cytokinesis was first realized when specific inactivation of RhoA using C3 exo-toxin and injection of a constitutively active dominant negative form of Rho family members led to cytokinetic failure in echinoderm embryos (Mabuchi et al., 1993). Cytokinesis requires the assembly and constriction of an actin and myosin based contractile ring that is made...
Figure 1.3.1 Regulation of Rho-signalling:

Guanine nucleotide exchange factors (GEFs) release guanosine diphosphate (GDP) from Rho-GTPases promoting the binding of guanosine triphosphate (GTP) and activation of Rho-GTPases. GDP dissociation inhibitor (GDI) inhibits the dissociation of GDP from Rho-GTPases and thus prevents the association of GDP-GTPases to the cell membrane. GTPase activating proteins (GAPs) stimulate the intrinsic activity of Rho-GTPases and convert the GTP-bound form of Rho-GTPases to the inactive GDP-bound form. In resting cells, Rho-GTPases mostly exist in the GDP-bound form in association with Rho-GDI in the cytosol.

Source: (Antonarakis and Van Aelst, 1998)

up of more than twenty proteins identified to date (Glotzer, 2005). RhoA is known to be first activated by its upstream regulators and then act via its downstream effectors to organise these proteins into a ring structure at the cell division plane that can then stably constrict and divide the cell into two daughter cells (Glotzer, 2001). A variety of upstream regulators and downstream effectors of RhoA have been identified to date to play an important role in this process and they are discussed below (Piekny et al., 2005).

1.3.3 Activation of RhoA following the metaphase-anaphase transition:

Components of the contractile ring that act upstream of RhoA are RacGAP50C/MgcRacGAP, Pav-KLP/MKLP1, Pebble/ECT2 and Polo Kinase/PLK1 (Glotzer, 2001, Ohkura et al., 1995,
Petronczki et al., 2007). RacGAP50C and Pav-KLP form a microtubule associated complex, called the centralspindlin complex which has microtubule bundling activity \textit{in vitro} (Mishima et al., 2002). The localisation of the central spindlin complex to the cell cleavage plain is known to be required for localisation of Pebble/ECT2 which activates the function of RhoA in cytokinesis leading to the subsequent assembly and constriction of the contractile ring (Yuce et al., 2005, Somers and Saint, 2003, Zhao and Fang, 2005, Nishimura and Yonemura, 2005, Kamijo et al., 2006). Pav-KLP is a plus-end directed microtubule motor protein known to be essential for cytokinesis (Nislow et al., 1992, Raich et al., 1998, Powers et al., 1998, Adams et al., 1998) and RacGAP50C and Pav-KLP have been shown to be interdependent for their localisation to the equator (Jantsch-Plunger et al., 2000). Various studies have also pointed to an essential role for RacGAP50C early in cytokinesis (Jantsch-Plunger et al., 2000, Hirose et al., 2001, Somers and Saint, 2003, Lee et al., 2004, Canman et al., 2008, Mishima et al., 2002). As well as binding to Pav-KLP, RacGAP50C/MgcRacGAP directly binds the RhoA activator Pebble (Somers and Saint, 2003, Yuce et al., 2005) which is known to bind RhoA and to be essential for RhoA activity in Cytokinesis in both \textit{Drosophila} and mammals (Prokopenko et al., 1999, Tatsumoto et al., 1999).

RacGAP50C has a C-terminal domain with GAP activity which is shown to be active against RhoA, and two other Rho GTPases Rac1 and Cdc42 \textit{in vitro} (Jantsch-Plunger et al., 2000). A study carried out by Minoshima and colleagues suggests that the GAP activity of MgcRacGAP is specified towards RhoA via phosphorylation of MgcRacGAP by another contractile ring component, AuroraB and that this phosphorylation is required for late but not early stages of cytokinesis (Minoshima et al., 2003). However, this phosphorylation site of MgcRacGAP is not well conserved among the different model systems and although the GAP domain is well conserved, RhoGTPase GAPs vary in this residue (Mishima and Glotzer, 2003). Another study
performed by Yamada and colleagues indicated that impaired cytokinesis by removal of MgcRacGAP can be rescued by the expression of a GAP inactive but not GAP removed mutant form of MgcRacGAP in B-lymphocytes, indicating that the GAP domain but not its activity is essential for cytokinesis (Yamada et al., 2006). In support of the findings of Yamada and colleagues, a study in *Drosophila* showed that disruption of the GAP domain of RacGAP50C leads to defects in cytokinesis while, using genetic studies they found that RacGAP50C and Pebble work synergistically rather than antagonistically (Somers and Saint, 2003, Mishima and Glotzer, 2003). Therefore, although the results of the study carried out by Minoshima and colleagues (Minoshima et al., 2003) clearly points to *in vitro* MgcRacGAP GAP activity towards RhoA, further study is required to address the differences seen in the findings on the GAP activity of RacGAP50C/MgcRacGAP regulation of RhoA in cytokinesis. In addition, there is now strong evidence from a more recent study that the GAP activity is required early in cytokinesis against another member of the RhoGTPase family, Rac (Canman et al., 2008). The study by Canman and colleagues showed that in the presence of a GAP inactive form of MgcRacGAP, furrow ingression was disrupted, but that this was rescued by over-expression of Rac and not RhoA. Their results also showed that ECT2 partial depletion led to the enhancement of the cytokinetic phenotype of GAP inactive RacGAP1 rather than suppression. This is consistent with the results of an earlier study (Somers and Saint, 2003), indicating that RacGAP50C/MgcRacGAP and Pebble/ECT2 synergise rather than antagonize in RhoA functional activation in Cytokinesis in both *Drosophila* and mammals. In addition, co-depletion of WASp and WAVE, two downstream effectors of Rac important for Actin meshwork formation via Arp2/3 (Pollard, 2007), led to significant rescue of the GAP inactive RacGAP1 cytokinetic defects (Canman et al., 2008). Their results indicate that RacGAP50C GAP activity promotes cytokinesis by negatively regulating Rac at the onset of cytokinesis which may otherwise interfere in RhoA mediated actin rearrangement and by positively regulating RhoA
function via Pebble/ECT localisation. Altogether, these results provide further support for RacGAP50C GAP activity early in cytokinesis against Rac while its activity against Rho in cytokinesis is yet to be clarified.

1.3.4 The role of Polo Kinase in initiation of Cytokinesis:

Polo Kinase was first characterised in *Drosophila* mitotic polo mutant cells that displayed abnormal spindle poles suggesting an important role in mitosis (Sunkel and Glover, 1988). The gene was subsequently characterised in mammals (Clay et al., 1993, Hamanaka et al., 1994) and studies on its mammalian homologue, Polo Like Kinase 1 (PLK1), suggested an essential role in various stages of mitosis (Glover et al., 1998) and early in Cytokinesis (Petronczki et al., 2007), specifically in the early process of contractile ring assembly. Using inhibitor analysis, PLK1 has been shown to be required for localisation of the RhoGEF Pebble (ECT2) to the site of cleavage furrow formation and the subsequent activation of RhoA (Petronczki et al., 2007). Different studies have shown that in cells lacking functional PLK1, contractile ring components such as RhoA and Pebble do not localise to the cell equator and Cytokinesis does not initiate (Carmena et al., 1998, Burkard et al., 2007, Brennan et al., 2007, Santamaria et al., 2007). PLK1 has also been shown to localise to the central spindle and the contractile ring during cytokinesis and to co-immunoprecipitate with RhoA suggesting that it is part of the contractile ring (Dai et al., 2007). The polo box domains of PLK1 have been shown to be required for Polo Kinase sub-cellular localisation and its over-expression leads to a failure in cytokinesis (Seong et al., 2002, Elia et al., 2003a, Elia et al., 2003b).

PLK1 also appears to modulate the function of microtubule-associated motor proteins in Cytokinesis. PLK1 appears to bind and Phosphorylate MKLP2 (Neef et al., 2003) and/or
MKLP1 (Liu et al., 2004). There is also evidence for an important role for microtubule-associated motor proteins in the localisation of Polo Kinase in cytokinesis (Adams et al., 1998, Carmena et al., 1998). A recent study using Pav-KLP RNAi, suggests that Pav-KLP may not be required for the localisation of Polo Kinase (D'Avino et al., 2007). This is in sharp contrast to a previous study in *Drosophila* (Adams et al., 1998) and a mammalian study (Liu et al., 2004) which show that Pav-KLP/MKLP1 has a clear role in localising Polo Kinase to the equator. Interpretation of the findings of D'Avino et al., 2007 may be complicated by the presence of residual amounts of Pav-KLP in the Pav-KLP RNAi expressing cells. Therefore, although it is likely that Pav-KLP is required for localisation of Polo Kinase, further study is required to confirm this requirement.

1.3.4.1 The functional domains of Polo Kinase:  

Polo Kinase has two known functional domains; the catalytic N-terminal Kinase domain (Llamazares et al., 1991, Clay et al., 1993, Hamanaka et al., 1994) and the two protein-binding C-terminal Polo Box domains (Elia et al., 2003b, Lowery et al., 2007) (Figure 1.3.4.1). The catalytic domain is encoded by a region that spans amino acids 49 to 310 in mammals and is known to be a serine-threonine kinase domain that phosphorylates substrates at different stages of mitosis (Glover et al., 1998, Donaldson et al., 2001). The Polo Box domains on the other hand, together form one functional protein binding domain that spans amino acids 410 to 592 (Reynolds and Ohkura, 2003, Cheng et al., 2003) and binds to proteins already phosphorylated (phospho-primed) by other protein kinases (Lowery et al., 2007) as well by proteins already phosphorylated by Polo Kinase itself (Neef et al., 2003). These domains are very highly conserved from Yeast to Mammals (Reynolds and Ohkura, 2003, Llamazares et al., 1991) and they are essential for Polo Kinase function in various stages of mitosis (Glover et al., 1998). So far, no particular role has been
reported for the region in between the catalytic and Polo box domains spanning amino acids 311 to 409.

Figure 1.4.3.1 The functional domains of Polo Kinase in Drosophila and mammals:
The structure of the mammalian PLK1 and Drosophila Polo Kinase. There are two known functional domains; the catalytic Serine-Threonine kinase domain (Red) and the two Polo Box domains that form one Phospho-protein binding domain (Brown). The region in between the two functional domains (Blue) has so far no known function.

1.3.4.2 The role of Polo Kinase in the events leading to the onset of Anaphase:
Polo Kinase plays an important role in many mitotic events including those leading to the onset of Anaphase (Nigg, 1998). Entry into Anaphase is achieved by the function of the Anaphase Promoting Complex/Cyclosome (APC/C) at the metaphase to Anaphase transition (Peters, 2002, Harper et al., 2002). The APC/C is a multi-subunit ubiquitin protein ligase enzyme complex that mediates timely ubiquitination and degradation of proteins in mitosis leading to progress in mitotic stages (King et al., 1995, Townsley and Ruderman, 1998). The target proteins of the APC/C are recognised by the existence of sequences called the destruction box (D Box) (Glotzer et al., 1991) and the KEN box (Pfleger and Kirschner, 2000). The specificity of APC/C activity depends on its activating partners Cde20 and Cdh1 that direct its activity towards D-Box (Glotzer et al., 1991) and Ken Box (Pfleger and Kirschner, 2000) containing proteins respectively. APC/C in
complex with Cdc20 \((\text{APC}^{\text{Cdc20}})\) functions in the Metaphase to Anaphase transition to promote the onset of Anaphase by degrading Anaphase inhibiting proteins at the right time (Shirayama et al., 1999). Therefore, APC/C plays an important role in the metaphase to Anaphase transition that allows a cell to initiate cytokinesis and carry out the final splitting into two daughter cells.

The spindle assembly checkpoint plays an important role in regulating APC/C mediated transition into Anaphase (Yu, 2002). In metaphase, the spindle checkpoint senses chromosome alignment at the metaphase plate, kinetochore attachment to the spindle microtubules and tension at the kinetochore which is required before sister chromatid separation occurs (Li and Nicklas, 1995, Skoufias et al., 2001, Amon, 1999, Burke, 2000). Once these events have taken place, the checkpoint mechanism is inactivated, allowing the release of Cdc20 which had been sequestered away by BubR1 and Mad2, leading to the activation of APC/C (Fang, 2002, Sudakin et al., 2001, Yu, 2002, Shirayama et al., 1999). \(\text{APC}^{\text{Cdc20}}\) is then able to mediate sister chromatid separation and degrade anaphase inhibiting proteins leading to the transition into Anaphase (Shirayama et al., 1999, Hilioti et al., 2001, Gorbsky and Ricketts, 1993, Nicklas et al., 1995). Sister chromatids are held together by the cohesin protein complex (Nasmyth et al., 2000) and a subunit of the complex, called Scc1 is cleaved at the end of metaphase by separase to facilitate sister chromatid separation (Uhlmann et al., 1999). This function of separase is inhibited by Securin protein (Waizenegger et al., 2002) until the metaphase to anaphase transition when securin is degraded by \(\text{APC/C}^{\text{Cdc20}}\) (King et al., 1996). The checkpoint is able to inhibit APC/C activity at any time during APC/C function and delay anaphase onset to ensure that the daughter cells get an equal amount of genetic material (Clute and Pines, 1999, Hagting et al., 2002).
Polo Kinase plays an important role in coordinating the metaphase to anaphase transition by the spindle checkpoint and APC/C (Glover et al., 1998, Nigg, 1998, Donaldson et al., 2001). Polo Kinase also plays an important role in chromosome alignment (Matsumura et al., 2007) and kinetochore microtubule attachment through phosphorylation of BubR1, as expression of a form of BubR1 that cannot be phosphorylated by Polo kinase leads to a delay in anaphase onset (Elowe et al., 2007). Polo Kinase mediates localisation of spindle checkpoint proteins to the kinetochore where they can sense tension (Wong and Fang, 2007). Polo Kinase also plays a role in the timing of Anaphase onset by phosphorylating Scc1 which is then a substrate for separase cleavage independently of securin degradation (Alexandru et al., 2001). Therefore, Polo Kinase plays many roles in the events leading up to anaphase onset and plays a major role in controlling the timing of anaphase.

1.3.5 Targets of activated RhoA during cytokinesis:

Once activated, RhoA mediates the function of a number of downstream effectors, such as Diaphanous (Dia), Myosin, Actin and Anillin (Glotzer, 2005), that assemble into a contractile ring. Active RhoA reorganises the Actin cytoskeleton via Diaphanous, which leads to the localisation of Actin, Anillin and Myosin (Castrillon and Wasserman, 1994, Watanabe et al., 1997, Miller et al., 1989). RhoA also activates Myosin possibly via Citron kinase (Madaule et al., 1995), Myosin Light Chain Kinase (MLCK) and/or Rho Kinase (Tan et al., 1992, Amano et al., 1996) leading to the constriction of the contractile ring down to an intracellular bridge (Figure 1.3.5) (Trotter and Adelstein, 1979, Tan et al., 1992, Amano et al., 1996). Studies have shown that Myosin depletion prevents constriction of the contractile ring (Straight et al., 2005). Anillin was first identified using F-actin affinity chromatography and has been shown to interact with Actin (Miller et al., 1989) linking it to the cell cortex. Anillin binds to phosphorylated Myosin (Straight et al., 2005, Miller et al., 1989) and RhoA (Piekny and Glotzer, 2008) and may
therefore act as a scaffolding protein in the contractile ring. Anillin and F-actin are shown to co-localize in a RhoA-dependent manner throughout contractile ring constriction (Giansanti et al., 2004). In addition, the equatorial band of Anillin is postulated to be formed through the action of RhoA on its effector, Dia which plays a role in the formation of acto-myosin bundles by acting as a mediator in the microtubule regulation of actin organisation (Gunsalus et al., 1995, Afshar et al., 2000, Giansanti et al., 2004). Consistent with these findings, studies have shown that Anillin is required for maintenance of active myosin at the cleavage furrow and that in the absence of Anillin the ring of active myosin slides to one side of the cell (Straight et al., 2005). Altogether, these studies point at the function of Anillin as a scaffolding protein that may play a role in contractile ring stability.

Figure 1.3.5 The role of Rho signalling in Cytokinesis:

At the onset of cytokinesis in Anaphase, RacGAP50C/MgeRacGAP and Pav-KLP/MKLP1 localize the Rho activator Pebble/ECT2 to the site of contractile ring assembly leading to the activation of RhoA function. Active RhoA reorganises the actin cytoskeleton via Diaphanous/mDia leading to the localisation of Anillin and Myosin. RhoA also activates myosin possibly via one of the proteins that activate myosin leading to the constriction of the contractile ring.
1.4 Areas studied further in this thesis:

1.4.1 Molecular requirements for a continual constriction of the contractile ring:

As mentioned earlier, activation of RhoA function by the RhoGEF Pebble/ECT2 is essential for the assembly and constriction of the contractile ring (Prokopenko et al., 1999, Tatsumoto et al., 1999). Various studies suggest that the localisation of Pebble/ECT2 to the equator where it can activate RhoA is dependent on the microtubule-bound central spindlin complex (Somers and Saint, 2003, Zhao and Fang, 2005, Nishimura and Yonemura, 2005, Zavortink et al., 2005, Yuce et al., 2005). In addition, microtubules have been shown to be required for a continuous constriction of the contractile ring during cytokinesis independently of other contents of the cell (Rappaport, 1978, Rappaport, 1997). This leads to the hypothesis that the central spindlin complex somehow governs the continual activation of RhoA at the cleavage plane throughout anaphase and telophase. However, it is not yet clear what other interactions at the cleavage plane lead to the maintenance of the contractile ring once the process is initiated. Therefore, it is important to uncover the molecular interactions within the contractile ring that persist after the initiation of constriction.

**Aim and Hypothesis 1:**

Aim1: To investigate the mechanism behind continuous and stable contractile ring constriction after initiation of cytokinesis:

Hypothesis: Direct interactions between some of the components of the contractile ring at the cleavage plane ensure the continuous activation of RhoA function and stable contractile ring constriction throughout cytokinesis.
1.4.2 Molecular requirements for initiation of Cytokinesis

As mentioned earlier, Polo Kinase has been shown to be essential for the localisation of the RhoA activator Pebble to the site of contractile ring assembly as well as the localisation of all the downstream effectors of RhoA tested so far. However, the mechanism by which Polo Kinase performs coordinates this early contractile ring assembly and activation of RhoA is yet to be elucidated. In order to further understand the function of Polo Kinase early in cytokinesis, there was a need to look for potential binding partners of Polo Kinase in anaphase to clarify the mechanism by which Polo Kinase mediates initiation of cytokinesis.

Aim and Hypothesis

Aim2: To investigate the mechanism behind the initiation of cytokinesis.

Hypothesis2: Polo Kinase is involved in initiation of Cytokinesis by interacting with components of the cytokinetic machinery upstream of RhoA signalling.

1.5 Experimental Approach

1.5.1 Fluorescence Resonance Energy Transfer:

In order to test for the mechanism behind continual and stable contractile ring constriction, there was a need to test for a direct interaction between components of the contractile ring at the cleavage plane. Fluorescence Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET) has emerged as a method of choice for testing direct spatio-temporal interactions inside the tissue of interest (Kenworthy, 2001, Periasamy, 2001). FRET is the transfer of energy from an excited-state donor fluorophore to an acceptor fluorophore mediated by dipole-dipole coupling (Förster, 1948). In order for this transfer of energy to occur, the fluorophores used to label the two proteins of interest need to be within an extremely close distance (5nm) (You et al., 2006). The transfer of energy is also dependent on the type of fluorophores used to label the two proteins of interest; that is, the
emission of one of the fluorophores (Donor fluorophore) needs to overlap the excitation of the other fluorophore (acceptor fluorophore) (Figure 1.5.1 A). This, in turn causes the excitation of the acceptor fluorophore by the energy transferred from the donor fluorophore (Periasamy, 2001). Even though, in strict terms, FRET detects the distance between two proteins, large scale FRET experiments have shown that positive FRET signals highly statistically correlate with a direct interaction, making it possible to detect protein-protein associations in time and space within the cell (You et al., 2006, Chen et al., 2003). FRET would therefore be an ideal method of choice to detect the timing and location of protein-protein interactions at the cleavage plane of a dividing cell.

One of the methods used for detecting FRET interaction between two fluorophores is by photo-bleaching of the acceptor fluorophore (Kenworthy, 2001). In any FRET interaction between two fluorophores, energy is transferred from the donor fluorophore (eg. Cy3) to the acceptor fluorophore (e.g Cy5). However, if the acceptor fluorophore, Cy5 is strongly excited for a period of 1 to 5 minutes, it can no longer accept any energy transferred onto it from Cy3 (Konig et al., 2006). This means that Cy3 regains its full emission and its fluorescence increases. Therefore, by comparing Cy3 fluorescence before and after photo-bleaching Cy5, any FRET interaction between Cy3 and Cy5 can be calculated. Using wide-field Microscopy, this method can be automated and the same parameters can be used to test a large number of cells both for the sample and the negative controls (Kenworthy, 2001, Periasamy, 2001).

In order to adapt this technique to the Drosophila system, a positive control was established by using the anti-phospho-histone 3 antibody to stain DNA in dividing cells. This antibody gives strong fluorescence and labelling it with both Cy3 and Cy5 provides an opportunity to test for the right conditions for FRET to occur. Labelling the same protein with both the donor and the
acceptor dyes ensures that they are within the distance required for energy transfer to occur. After adjusting for different parameters in the immuno-staining protocol, an increase in the fluorescence of the Cy3 label was seen after photo-bleaching the Cy5 label indicating FRET interaction. The same conditions were then used to test FRET on the contractile ring component, Anillin labelled with both Cy3 (used as the donor) and Cy5 (used as the acceptor) and a positive FRET signal was seen (Figure 1.5.1 B). The technique was therefore ready to be used in analysis of protein-protein interactions between components of the contractile ring at the cleavage plane.

NOTE: This figure is included on page 24 of the print copy of the thesis held in the University of Adelaide Library.
Figure 1.5.1B Positive control for FRET analysis:

A third instar larval *Drosophila* neuroblast in early telophase at a stage in which cytokinetic furrowing has initiated. Anillin is tagged with a mixture of Cy3 (green) and Cy5 (red) secondary antibodies, revealing the expected contractile ring localization (arrow) between the Telophase nuclei stained with DAPI (Blue). Upon photo-bleaching the Cy5 label (Post-bleach) there is no more Cy5 signal (red) and the FRET signal shows increase in Cy3 fluorescence at the contractile ring (arrow in FRET signal) as calculated by subtracting Post-bleach Cy3 fluorescence to that of the Pre-bleach Cy3 fluorescence. The bar next to the FRET signal indicates pixel intensity and the scale bar indicates 10um.

1.5.2 Using *Drosophila* genetics and cell biology to clarify the function of Polo Kinase in contractile ring assembly and initiation of Cytokinesis:

In order to study the role of Polo Kinase specifically in cytokinesis, first I decided to test for early cytokinetic genes that interact with Polo Kinase using FRET. For this purpose, RacGAP50C and Pav-KLP would be suitable candidates since they are both upstream of RhoA activation and contractile ring assembly as they localise the RhoA activator Pebble (Mishima et al., 2002, Somers and Saint, 2003, Nishimura and Yonemura, 2005, Zhao and Fang, 2005). Next, in order to dissect the functional importance of Polo Kinase early in cytokinesis, it is necessary to generate *Drosophila* cells in Anaphase that lack Polo Kinase activity. These cells could then be used for phenotypic analysis of contractile ring assembly and constriction in the absence of Polo kinase. However, Polo Kinase is essential for metaphase events and cells lacking functional Polo Kinase activate the spindle checkpoint and arrest at the end of metaphase making it difficult to study the functional importance of
Polo in cytokinesis (Donaldson et al., 2001). The spindle checkpoint component, Mad2 has been shown to be specific to regulating the checkpoint, and mad2 mutant Drosophila have been shown to be checkpoint deficient, viable and fertile with no reported abnormalities in cell division (Buffin et al., 2007). Therefore, creating polo mad2 double mutant flies should allow the study of Polo kinase function specifically in cytokinesis.
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Summary

The proper assembly of the actomyosin-based contractile ring in anaphase is essential for cytokinesis. The initial assembly and the subsequent initiation of ring constriction is dependent on activation of RhoA at the equatorial cortex by a complex, here termed the cytokinesis initiation complex, between a microtubule-associated kinesin-like protein (KLP), a member of the RacGAP family and the RhoGEF Pebble. Recently, the activity of the mammalian Polo kinase ortholog Plk1 has been implicated in the formation of this complex. We show here that Polo kinase is, in fact, a component of the cytokinesis initiation complex via an association with RacGAP50C. We find that a new domain of Polo kinase, termed the intermediate domain, interacts directly with RacGAP50C and that Polo kinase is essential for localization of the KLP-RacGAP centralspindlin complex to the cell equator and spindle midzone. In the absence of Polo kinase, RacGAP50C and Pav-KLP fail to localise normally, instead decorating microtubules along their length. Our results indicate that Polo kinase is a component of the conserved cytokinesis initiation complex and is required to trigger centralspindlin localization as a first step in cytokinesis.
Introduction

Cytokinesis is the final stage of cell division that splits a cell into two. The process initiates in anaphase with the localisation of a microtubule associated protein complex to the cell equator and the subsequent assembly and constriction of an acto-myosin-based contractile ring coordinated by the Rho signalling pathway (Glotzer, 2005). In anaphase, RhoA activation is achieved by the localisation of the RhoGEF Pebble/ECT2 to the sites of cleavage furrow formation (Prokopenko et al., 1999). This localisation is mediated by RacGAP50C/RacGAP1 (Prokopenko et al., 1999; Somers and Saint, 2003; Tatsumoto et al., 1999) which is in a complex with the microtubule associated motor protein Pav-KLP/MKLP1 called the centralspindlin complex (Mishima et al., 2002). This leads to the assembly and constriction of the contractile ring and finally, division of the cell (Nishimura and Yonemura, 2006). Evidence suggests that Pebble and RacGAP50C bind directly and that this binding is essential for the localization of Pebble to the equator and the subsequent activation of Rho signalling in anaphase (Somers and Saint, 2003). RacGAP50C and Pav-KLP have been shown to be interdependent in their localisation to the cell equator suggesting that a functional centralspindlin complex is required for Rho activation (Jantsch-Plunger et al., 2000). Recent studies in mammals suggest an important role for Polo-like kinase 1 (PLK1) for the interaction between RacGAP50C and Pebble, as inhibiting the function of PLK1 in anaphase prevents the localisation of Pebble/ECT2 to the equator and the subsequent ring assembly, although the centralspindlin complex still localises (Brennan et al., 2007; Petronczki et al., 2007).

As well as the mammalian data, a number of studies in Drosophila and other models point to a role for Polo kinase in cytokinesis. Polo was first identified in Drosophila
(Sunkel and Glover, 1988), and an early study showed that the activity of Polo kinase peaks in anaphase and telophase suggesting a role in cytokinesis (Fenton and Glover, 1993). A subsequent study examined a hypomorphic form of Polo kinase in *Drosophila* spermatocytes and showed early cytokinetic defects such as the formation of an abnormal spindle midzone and actin ring and the eventual failure of cytokinesis as indicated by the formation of multinucleate cells (Carmena et al., 1998). The fission yeast homologue of Polo kinase, plo1, has been shown to be essential for the formation of the actin ring during septum formation indicating that Plo1 may play a role in cytokinesis (Ohkura et al., 1995). Consistent with these studies, a role for Polo kinase in regulating the centralspindlin complex in cytokinesis was also suggested by the data of Herrmann and colleagues as they showed that polo mutant cells had a reduced central spindle (Herrmann et al., 1998). Altogether, these studies along with the mammalian data (Brennan et al., 2007; Burkard et al., 2007; Petronczki et al., 2007; Santamaria et al., 2008) suggest an important role for Polo kinase early in cytokinesis. However, the mechanism by which Polo regulates the centralspindlin complex consisting of RacGAP50C/RacGAP1 and Pav-KLP/MKLP1 is so far not clear. In this study we provide evidence for a novel role for Polo kinase in cytokinesis. We show that Polo kinase directly interacts with the linker protein RacGAP50C and that it is required for localisation of both RacGAP50C and Pav-KLP to the equator.
**Results**

**Polo kinase colocalises with the central spindlin complex in cytokinesis**

To investigate how Polo kinase may play its regulatory role at the onset of cytokinesis (Petronczki et al., 2007) we followed the localisation of Polo kinase and the centralspindlin component RacGAP50C, using immuno-fluorescence of *Drosophila* larval brain cells. In metaphase, Polo kinase localises to the spindle poles (Figure1A-1D) and to tight bands on the DNA while RacGAP50C is diffusely cytoplasmic (Figure1A-1D). However, during anaphase, at the onset of cytokinesis, both proteins relocate to the cell equator (Figure1E-1H) while Polo kinase also maintains its presence at the poles. The equatorial co-localisation continues as cleavage furrow localisation to the end of telophase (Figure1I-1L, S1).

**Polo kinase interacts directly with RacGAP50C and forms part of the cytokinesis initiation complex**

To test for a direct interaction between Polo kinase and RacGAP50C during cytokinesis, we carried out Fluorescence Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET) by acceptor photo-bleaching (Kenworthy, 2001). We have previously shown that this technique can be used to detect molecular interactions *in situ* in *Drosophila* brain tissue (Gregory et al., 2008). FRET has been previously shown to identify proteins that are in extremely close proximity (<5nm), highly correlated with a direct molecular interaction (You et al., 2006). *Drosophila* brain tissues were incubated with antibodies directed against Polo kinase and RacGAP50C or Pav-KLP and stained with secondary antibodies labelled with the Cy3 and Cy5 fluorophores respectively. Upon photo-bleaching of Cy5 (compare Figure2A and 2B), we saw a significant increase in the Cy3 signal (Figure2C) indicating FRET between the RacGAP50C and...
Polo kinase associated fluorophores. This interaction was apparent in cells at all stages of cytokinesis, but not at metaphase (data not shown). We tested whether this FRET signal was due to cross-reactivity of the secondary antibodies by staining with the same secondary antibodies that were used to mark Polo kinase and RacGAP50C but in the absence of the primary antibody against RacGAP50C. These samples showed no significant FRET signal (Figure 2D-2F). These results indicate that the positive FRET signal in Figure 2C is not due to cross-reactivity.

We then tested for a FRET signal between Polo kinase and Pav-KLP, which has previously been shown to bind and co-localize with RacGAP50C (Somers and Saint, 2003; Zavortink et al., 2005). As expected, Pav-KLP co-localises with Polo kinase (Figure 2G), but no significant FRET was observed between the Polo kinase and Pav-KLP associated fluorophores (Figure 2G-2I). This illustrates the specificity of our assay, in detecting the interaction between Polo kinase and RacGAP50C but not the Pav-KLP component of centralspindlin, and shows that the FRET signal is not due to random juxtaposition of any two proteins in the central spindle. Quantification of the FRET results showed that the interaction between Polo kinase and RacGAP50C is highly statistically significant (p < 0.001) (Figure 2J).

To confirm that these FRET results indicated a direct physical interaction between Polo kinase and RacGAP50C, we carried out yeast two-hybrid analysis. We found that a new region of Polo kinase, between the kinase domain and the Polo Box domain, here named the intermediate domain, can physically bind a region of RacGAP50C between amino acids 103 to 173 of RacGAP50C (Figure 3). This region of RacGAP50C is adjacent to its Pebble and Pav-KLP binding regions (Somers and
Saint, 2003) and deletion of those binding regions did not disrupt the interaction with Polo kinase (Figure 3). Targeted mutagenesis of conserved residues in the Polo binding region resulted in loss of Polo binding (Figure S2). These mutations also reduced or removed binding to Pav-KLP, suggesting that the Polo binding region is necessary for overall protein structure. Polo kinase binding to its targets is usually mediated via its Polo Box domain, in a phospho-priming dependent manner (Elia et al., 2003b). Binding between Polo kinase and RacGAP50C occurred via the intermediate region and not via the Polo Box domain. The intermediate region is quite divergent across taxa, but mutation of two conserved amino acids removes RacGAP binding, as well as preventing proper localization of Polo throughout mitosis (Figure S2).

_Polo kinase is required for the localisation of the centralspindlin complex to the equator_

To elucidate the role Polo kinase plays in the *Drosophila* cytokinesis initiation complex, we examined the behaviour of RacGAP50C in cells deficient for Polo kinase. Previous work has shown that _polo_ mutant cells arrest in metaphase due to the activation of the spindle checkpoint, preventing analysis of cytokinesis (Donaldson et al., 2001). To bypass the metaphase arrest and look at the role of Polo kinase specifically in cytokinesis, we generated _polo mad2_ double mutant flies. Mad2 is essential for spindle checkpoint activation (Li and Murray, 1991) but Mad2 deficient *Drosophila* have been shown to be viable and fertile, with cells dividing correctly with no apparent abnormalities (Buffin et al., 2007). Removal of Mad2 therefore does not normally disrupt cell division apart from removing the checkpoint block. To confirm that our _polo mad2_ mutant *Drosophila* tissue did in fact bypass the metaphase
arrest, we compared the mitotic index of polo mad2 mutant cells with that of polo mutants and wild-type cells (Figure 4A). We saw a strong rescue of the mitotic arrest of polo mutants by the mad2 mutation. To determine whether the reduction of mitotic cells was due to increased apoptosis or mitosis exit; we carried out TUNEL staining for apoptotic cells (Figure 4B). We found that in a mad2 mutant background, the rate of apoptosis in polo mutants was reduced close to that of wild type cells, and progression through mitosis was not drastically arrested (Figure S3). Taken together these results indicate that the polo mad2 double mutant cells are released from metaphase arrest, allowing us to examine the requirement for Polo in cytokinesis.

To investigate the role of Polo kinase in localisation of the Pav-KLP-RacGAP50C centralspindlin complex, we stained polo mad2 double mutant larval brains for RacGAP50C or Pav-KLP (Figure 5). We saw a complete lack of RacGAP50C and Pav-KLP at the cell equator and no specific localization at the spindle midzone in all mutant cells (Figures 5D, 5F, 5J and 5L; n=12 for RacGAP50C, n=15 for Pav-KLP) compared to the control cells (Figure 5C and 5I; n=35 for RacGAP50C, n=33 for Pav-KLP). However, unlike the situation in wild type cells or mad2 mutants (Figure S4), in polo mad2 double mutants both components were found throughout the length of the mitotic spindle (Figures 5D, 5F, 5J and 5L arrowheads). To further examine the localisation of RacGAP50C, we carried out live imaging of polo mad2 brains expressing Venus-tagged RacGAP50C. Consistent with the fixed tissue and in contrast to wild type controls (Movie S1), we saw RacGAP50C decorating interpolar filaments in dividing cells with no association with the equatorial region or specific localization to the midzone (Movie S2).
Discussion

Polo kinase initiates centralspindlin-driven cell cleavage

In the absence of Polo kinase, we have found that the centralspindlin complex remains associated with the microtubule spindle, but cannot translocate to the plus ends of the microtubules at the equator and spindle midzone. This lack of normal centralspindlin localisation contrasts with previous work suggesting that the mammalian homolog of Drosophila Polo kinase, Polo-like kinase 1 (PLK1), is not required for the localisation of centralspindlin to the equator (Brennan et al., 2007). In these experiments, however, PLK1 was chemically inhibited after the onset of anaphase at a time when PLK1 may have already carried out some of its anaphase functions. By bypassing the metaphase arrest in Polo kinase deficient cells, we have been able to demonstrate the need for Polo kinase in the localisation of RacGAP50C and Pav-KLP to the cell equator. This is highly significant because it reveals a well-characterized mitotic kinase as a regulator of the midzone localization of centralspindlin. (Mishima et al., 2002; Nishimura and Yonemura, 2006; Somers and Saint, 2003; Zhao and Fang, 2005) placing Polo at the top of the regulatory hierarchy that drives cell cleavage. It will be of considerable interest to determine the molecular mechanism by which Polo facilitates the movement of centralspindlin. From our data it appears that in mutant cells even when there are no gross defects in the anaphase spindle (Figure S5), centralspindlin does not accumulate at the ends of microtubules (Figure 5). We found that this could be rescued by normal, but not kinase inactive Polo (data not shown). We hypothesize, therefore, that the failure is in direct molecular regulation of the complex rather than as a result of an indirect structural defect. The phenotype we have observed may be related to that of inactivated Pav-KLP, which also remains on the spindle without localizing to the plus ends (Minestrini et al, 2004). It is possible
that Polo is required for the recruitment or function of other centralspindlin regulators such as Cdks or phosphatases (Mishima 2004), though to date none of these has shown a similar phenotype.

**A new domain of Polo kinase mediates the initial formation of the cytokinesis initiation complex**

Our studies provide evidence for a direct interaction between RacGAP50C and Polo kinase. RacGAP50C has previously been shown to bind a number of other proteins in cytokinesis such as Anillin (Gregory et al., 2008), Pebble and Pavarotti (Somers and Saint, 2003) indicating an important role for RacGAP50C in localisation and anchoring of proteins at the contractile ring early in cytokinesis. In addition, our yeast two-hybrid interaction assay in conjunction with our FRET data indicates not only that Polo kinase and RacGAP50C bind directly, but also that they interact in anaphase at a time when cytokinesis initiates. This interaction occurs via a new domain of Polo kinase with no previously known function. It will therefore be interesting to investigate whether this domain is also required for events prior to cytokinesis or if it confers cytokinesis-specific functions on Polo – our mutagenesis of the region suggests the former (Fig S2). Previous studies have focussed on Polo binding via the Polo Box domains and have identified several metaphase targets such as Vimentin, INCENP and Cdc25 phospho-primed by the mitotic kinase Cdk1/Cyclin B (Elia et al., 2003a; Elia et al., 2003b; Goto et al., 2006; Yamaguchi et al., 2005). Because the Polo RacGAP interaction is not via the Polo Box regions, the possibility exists that it is not phospho-dependent, which might be better suited to maintaining interaction through anaphase, when the kinase Cdk1/Cyclin B has been degraded by the APC/C (Clute and Pines, 1999; Peters, 2002).
In summary, the evidence presented here shows that Polo kinase binds RacGAP50C, a component of the cytokinesis initiation complex and that it functions upstream of Pav-KLP and RacGAP50C localisation, an event that must occur immediately after the onset of anaphase as a critical step in the cascade of regulatory events leading to cytokinesis.

Materials and Methods

Immuno-histochemistry

Brains were dissected from 3rd instar larvae in ice-cold PBS with 4% paraformaldehyde using forceps in two-well microscope slide. Frozen ice-packs were put under the dissecting microscope stage to keep it cold. The dissected brains were then moved to a clean well on the same slide and shredded with fine needles. Four brains were done at a time and the whole dissecting and fixing procedure was carried out within ten minutes. The fix was then removed from the well without removing the brain pieces and replaced with PBS plus 0.2% Triton X-100. The brains were transferred into a microcentrifuge tube and washed with PBS plus 0.2% Triton X-100 for 2 hours at room temperature and blocked in PBS plus 0.5% Triton X-100 and 10% Goat Serum for another two hours at room temperature. Primary antibodies were added in the same blocking solution and incubated overnight at 4°C, followed by a two hour wash in PBS plus 0.2% Triton X-100. Secondary antibodies were diluted in the blocking solution and added for 4 hours at room temperature followed by a two hour wash in PBS plus 0.2% Triton X-100. Hoechst 33258 (1ug/ml) staining was carried out for ten minutes before another thirty minute wash at room temperature. Brain pieces were then mounted in 80% glycerol/PBS. Samples were viewed on a
Zeiss Axioplan2 upright microscope with Semrock ‘Brightline’ filter sets using a 63x PlanApo (n.a. 1.4) objective. Images were acquired using an Axiocam MRm CCD camera and if necessary deconvolved using Axiovision software (Carl Zeiss).

Antibodies used were: Mouse anti-Polo kinase from Claudio E Sunkel (1:50), rat anti-RacGAP (1:300), rabbit anti-RacGAP (1:50) and Rabbit anti-Pav-KLP (1:500). Secondary antibodies (1:200) were all “highly cross-absorbed” from Rockland or Jackson Immunochemicals. TUNEL staining to visualize degrading DNA in dying cells was carried out using a TMR-Red In situ cell death detection kit (Roche) on fixed brain squashes following a three minute wash in 0.1M Citrate/ 0.1% Triton X-100 at room temperature and a brief wash in PBS. TUNEL labelling was carried out for one hour at 37C, followed by a PBS wash and Hoechst 33342 labelling (0.5ug/ml 10 minutes).

**FRET analysis**

Fixed third instar larval brain cells were first stained for Polo kinase and RacGAP50C using secondary antibodies tagged with Cy3 (donor) and Cy5 (acceptor) fluorophores respectively, as described above. Images of first the acceptor, then the donor fluorophore were acquired using a Zeiss Axioplan2 upright microscope with Semrock ‘Brightline’ GFP filter set using a 63x PlanApo (n.a. 1.4) objective. These images are referred to in figure 2 as pre-bleach. Then the acceptor was photobleached at maximum light intensity for 30-180 seconds, followed by imaging of the donor, then acceptor again and these images were referred to as post-bleach. This sequence was automated and identical imaging conditions were used pre- and post bleaching. Effectiveness of photobleaching was confirmed by loss of signal in the acceptor fluorescence post-bleaching. Donor fluorophore images were imported into ImageJ
and aligned to correct any lateral displacement using the StackReg plugin (Thévenaz et al., 1998). The FRET signal was displayed using the “fire” lookup table. We did not show the results as FRET efficiency (E = 1-pre/post) as this method has been shown to give less effective discrimination from background (Konig et al., 2006). This procedure, with the same conditions was repeated for the cross-reactivity (secondary only) and concentration (Polo kinase and Pav-KLP) controls.

**Fly stocks and constructs**

The fly stocks used were, daughterless-Gal4 (Bloomington 8641), polo\(^{10}\) (Szeged No.2123), Deficiency (Df(3L)rgdC-co2, Bloomington No.2052) and mad2 (mad\(^2\)EY1687, Bloomington 22495). polo\(^{10}\) mad2 and Deficiency mad2 double mutants were generated by recombining the two alleles onto the same chromosome. For immuno-fluorescence analysis of localisation of RacGAP50C and Pav-KLP in the absence of Polo kinase polo\(^{10}\) mad2 /Deficiency mad2 flies were compared to polo\(^{10}\) mad2 /TM6 or Deficiency mad2/ TM6 controls. For live analysis of localisation of RacGAP50C, UAS-Venus-tagged RacGAP ; polo\(^{10}\) mad2 /Deficiency mad2 da-Gal4 flies were compared to UAS-Venus-tagged RacGAP ; Deficiency mad2 da-Gal4/ TM6.

**Yeast two-hybrid analysis**

The Yeast L40 strain (MATa his3Δ200 trp1-901 leu2-3112 ade2 LYS::(lexAop)\(_{4}\) – HIS3 URA3::(lexAop)\(_{8}\)-lacZ GAL4 gal80) and vectors pVP16 and pNLX (Hollenberg et al., 1995.) were used to detect protein-protein interactions as previously described (Somers and Saint, 2003). Interactions were tested by lacZ filter assay according to
the Breeden lab protocol (http://www.fhcrc.org/science/labs/breeden/Methods/b-GAL_filterassay.html). Polo kinase was used as the bait using pNLX and RacGAP50C constructs were used as the prey using pVP16. A construct of RacGAP50C containing amino acids 363 to 625 and the empty vector were used as negative controls. All regions of RacGAP50C tested are indicated in Figure 3.

Live imaging

Third instar larval brains were dissected in a 1 to 1 ratio of Halocarbon oil 700 and Halocarbon oil 27 (SIGMA) and spread on cover-slips using needles as described (Savoian and Rieder, 2002). Venus-tagged RacGAP50C was imaged in *Drosophila* neuroblast cells double mutant for *polo mad2* every 30sec on a Zeiss Axioplan2 upright microscope with Semrock ‘Brightline’ GFP filter set using a 63x PlanApo (n.a. 1.4) objective.

Supplementary Information

The movies described in the text (S1 and S2) are provided as supplementary materials.
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Figure 1. RacGAP50C and Polo kinase co-localise during early cytokinesis.

Third instar larval brain cells were imaged at the plane of the spindle poles for Polo kinase (A,E,I), RacGAP50C (B,F,J) and DNA (C,G,K). Merged images (D,H,L) show Polo kinase in green, RacGAP50C in red and DNA in blue. (A-D) A metaphase cell showing Polo kinase localised to the spindle poles (arrows) and to the centromeres at the metaphase plate (arrowhead) while RacGAP is diffusely cytoplasmic. (E-H) An anaphase cell, showing Polo kinase and RacGAP50C localised to the contractile ring (arrowheads, and see Fig SX) while Polo kinase is also present at the poles. (I-L) A telophase cell showing localisation of both Polo kinase and RacGAP50C to the contracted central spindle (arrowheads) while Polo kinase is also remains at the poles (arrows). Scale bar 5μm (L).
Figure 2. FRET Analysis of Polo kinase, RacGAP50C and Pav-KLP using Cy3 donor and Cy5 acceptor fluorophores.

Third instar larval brains were stained with anti-Polo kinase and a Cy3-labelled secondary antibody (green A, B, D, E, G, H), anti-RacGAP50C (A, B) or anti-Pav-KLP (G, H) and a Cy5-labelled secondary antibody (red) and Hoechst 33258 to visualize DNA (blue). (A) Cy3-labelled Polo kinase and Cy5-labelled RacGAP50C are localized to the cell equator (arrow) before bleaching. (B) After bleaching of the acceptor tag Cy5, only the Cy3 signal remains (arrow). (C) A FRET signal is observed at the cell equator. (D-F) Staining as for (A-B), except that the primary anti-RacGAP50C antibody is not included. (D) Cy3-labelled Polo kinase is present at the cell equator, with background Cy5 staining, (E) Bleaching has eliminated the Cy5 signal. (F) No FRET signal is observed. (G-I) Pav-KLP and Polo kinase show no FRET. (G) Pav-KLP and Polo kinase both localize to the cell equator. (H) Only the Polo kinase-Cy3 signal remains after bleaching of the Cy5-labelled Pav-KLP. (I) No FRET signal is observed. Scale bar 5μm. (J) Mean FRET signal for rings from the sample (n=25), cross-reactivity control (n=21) and concentration control (n=16) is shown as means with 95% CI obtained using the non-parametric Mann-Whitney test (unpaired, two tailed) (J).
RacGAP50C Interaction with Polo Kinase

- **Pav-KLP Pebble GAP domain**
  - 1-625
  - 1-47
  - 1-103
  - 1-173
  - 1-309
  - 66-102
  - 66-625
  - 363-625

**Interaction with Polo Kinase**

- **Polo Kinase binding region**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domain</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>278</th>
<th>397</th>
<th>576</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kinase Domain</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate Domain</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polo Box Domain</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 3. Yeast two-hybrid analysis of the RacGAP50C and Polo kinase interaction.

RacGAP50C constructs in pVP16 vector (prey) were tested against the intermediate region (amino acids 276 to 391) of Polo kinase (bait). RacGAP50C constructs containing amino acids 1-47, 1-103 and 363-625 do not show any interaction with Polo kinase, while RacGAP50C constructs including amino acids 103-173 show strong interaction. The interaction is not disrupted by removal of the Pav-KLP (11-47) or Pebble (66-102) binding domains in RacGAP50C.
Cells in Mitosis

Wild Type  | polo  | polo mad2
--- | --- | ---
0% | 30% | 10%

TUNEL Positive Cells

Wild Type  | polo  | polo mad2
--- | --- | ---
0% | 20% | 5%
Figure 4. *polo mad2* double mutant cells exit mitosis.

(A) Third instar larval brains were stained with Hoechst and the percentage of cells in mitosis was calculated for *polo* mutants (33%, n=1777), *polo mad2* double mutants (5.8%, n=3082) and wild type cells (1%, n=6575). Note that in every case the *polo* mutants and double mutants used were trans-heterozygous for *polo*¹⁰ over a Deficiency (see supplementary materials).

(B) Third instar larval brains were stained with TUNEL and the percentage of cells in apoptosis was calculated for *polo* mutants (18.5%, n=3415), *polo/mad2* double mutants (4.4%, n=1469) and wild types (0.9%, n=4267). The number of mitotic and TUNEL positive cells is shown as means with 95% CI obtained using the non-parametric Mann-Whitney test (unpaired, two tailed).
Figure 5. The centralspindlin complex does not localise to the equatorial cortex in the absence of Polo kinase.

Third instar larval brains were stained with anti-RacGAP50C (A, D and green in C, F) or anti-Pav-KLP (G, J and green in I, L) antibodies and Hoechst 33258 to detect DNA (B, E, H, K and blue in C, F, I, L). (A-C) A wild type anaphase cell showing RacGAP50C localisation to the cell equator (arroheads). (D-F) A polo mad2 mutant anaphase cell showing RacGAP50C localisation to microtubules connecting the two poles (arrows) but no equatorial or specific localization to the spindle midzone (arrowheads). (G-I) A wild type anaphase cell showing Pav-KLP localisation at the cell equator (arrowheads). (J-L) A polo mad2 mutant anaphase cell showing Pav-KLP localisation to the microtubules connecting the two poles (arrows) but not at the equator or the spindle midzone (arrowheads).GAP50C.
CHAPTER IV

Future directions
4. Significance of this study and future directions:

The coordination of cytokinetic events requires a series of complex molecular interactions between the components of the Rho signalling pathway and the cytoskeleton. The Rho-signalling pathway is the main player in directing the cellular morphological transitions that take place during cytokinesis. Some of the interactions that need to take place between the components of the Rho signalling pathway for progression and completion of this final stage of cell division have been revealed. The outcomes of this PhD project have now added useful insights into how the acto-myosin based contractile ring is stabilised and how continuous RhoA activation is achieved for a successful cell division.

The first component of this PhD project provided strong evidence for the molecular mechanism behind continual RhoA activation and stable contractile ring constriction after initiation of cytokinesis (Figure 4). The results suggest that the contractile ring is connected to the microtubules via a direct and persistent interaction between Anillin and RacGAP50C (Figure 4). Anillin is a large protein that binds both actin and myosin while RacGAP50C binds microtubules, Pav-KLP, Pebble and Polo Kinase. The Anillin-bound portion of the contractile ring is then connected to the RacGAP50C-bound portion leading, I propose, to the continual availability of Pebble/ECT2 to activate RhoA function and connecting the contractile ring in a fixed and stable position to the microtubule-based central spindlin complex. This in turn provides the requirements for stable and continual contractile ring constriction throughout anaphase and telophase. In the absence of Anillin, RacGAP50C is lost from the equatorial cortex and furrow ingression fails. These results provide a molecular link to account for the long unexplained phenomenon that upon moving the microtubules physically, the contractile ring disassembles and a new one assembles at the new site where microtubules meet (Rappaport, 1978) and that microtubules are continually
required for cytokinesis (Wheatley and Wang, 1996, Alsop and Zhang, 2003). They are also consistent with the observation that in Anillin RNAi expressing cells, the ring of active myosin slides to one side of the cell (Straight et al., 2005, Zhao and Fang, 2005). While this study provides further evidence for a persistent connection between the contractile ring and microtubules at the equatorial cortex, another connection vital to cytokinesis remains to be explained. When the ring constricts, the cell membrane at the site of furrow formation follows the contractile ring down to the intra-cellular bridge (Adams et al., 1998, Sisson et al., 2000). However, the link between the cell-membrane and the contractile ring is yet to be discovered. One possibility is that there is a link between the Anillin PH domain and the phospholipids that the domain binds to, or the link could be via Actin or other contractile ring components and components of the cell membrane. Membrane and actin dynamics at the furrow require the function of septins (Kinshita and Noda, 2001) and the Phosphotidylinositol 4-kinase four wheel drive (fwd) (Brill, et al 2000). It is possible that fwd mediates the interaction between Actin and Anillin with the cell membrane either directly or by regulating membrane components. All of these would be good candidates to test in FRET and genetic interaction assays to see if such linkages exist. It is plausible that a large protein such as Anillin may in fact act as a scaffolding protein that not only connects the contractile ring to the microtubule-based central spindlin complex, but also provides a link between the cell membrane and the contractile ring via its binding to Actin, RacGAP50C and the cell membrane. Experiments such as testing for direct and genetic interactions between Anillin and other contractile ring components on the one hand and components of the cell membrane on the other hand may clarify the mechanism by which the cell membrane is connected to the contractile ring. This could then be verified by the removal of Anillin or any component that tests positive for an interaction to see if the
contractile ring and cell membrane connection is disrupted, although the multi-functionality of these proteins means that such tests will have to be carefully constructed.

The important finding from the second aim of this PhD project concerns the early role of Polo Kinase in cytokinesis. Due to the difficulty of looking at the role of Polo Kinase very early in cytokinesis because of its role in earlier cell cycle events, its essential role in localising the central spindlin complex to the equator has gone unnoticed (Figure 4). It is clear from this study that there is a direct interaction between Polo Kinase and RacGAP50C making Polo Kinase part of the Cytokinesis Initiation Complex. This interaction is via a previously un-identified domain of Polo Kinase and may not be dependent on prior phosphorylation events since an interaction involving the Polo Box domain was not detected. This therefore, adds a new region into the structure of Polo Kinase. It will be interesting to investigate whether this new region of Polo Kinase plays any role in events other than cytokinesis. This could be done by looking for interactions between this region and proteins in other stages of mitosis and by removing the domain and testing its ability to carry out the Polo kinase mitotic functions. To date, studies in mammals have involved inhibition of the kinase function of PLK1 after the onset of Anaphase at a time when PLK1 may have already initiated the localisation of those components to the equator. Other studies in which PLK1 function was inhibited at the end of Metaphase and cells were pushed through to Anaphase by inhibiting components of the spindle checkpoint machinery (Lénárt et al., 2007) showed no evidence of furrow formation, but did not investigate the early localisation of the central spindlin complex to the equator. In this study, bypassing the metaphase arrest in Polo Kinase mutant cells revealed that in polo mutant cells, RacGAP50C and Pav-KLP decorate the inter-polar microtubules but do not get to the equator. This provides strong support for the suggestion
that Polo Kinase is required for the localisation of the Cytokinesis Initiation Complex to the site of contractile ring assembly at the cell equator. The absence of Pav-KLP localisation to equator mimics that of inactive (motor-dead) Pav-KLP (Minestrini et al., 2003). It will be interesting to see whether Pav-KLP motor-dead cells give the same RacGAP50C localisation phenotype and if Polo Kinase directly activates Pav-KLP motor activity, as studies suggest that PLK1 can phosphorylate Pav-KLP/MKLP1 in mammals (Liu et al., 2004). This can be done by first identifying the residues on Pav-KLP that would be phosphorylated by Polo Kinase using *in vitro* kinase assays and then removing that phosphorylation site to see if Pav-KLP still localises to the equator. It is already shown in mammals that PLK1 can phosphorylate hsCyk4 (RacgAP50C) and that this phosphorylation is required the binding of hsCyk4 and the Rho activator ECT2 (Pebble) and hence the subsequent activation of RhoA (Burkard et al., 2009). The results of this study together with the established roles of Polo Kinase in checkpoint control and in APC/C regulation raise the possibility that Polo Kinase is a key coordinator of the sequence of events that includes correct timing of anaphase onset and the subsequent initiation of cytokinesis.

In order to further characterize the possible role of Polo Kinase in the timing of entry into anaphase, it will also be of considerable interest to investigate whether Polo kinase regulates other known proteins at the onset of anaphase. This can be done by looking at functional activation and/or inhibition of proteins at the onset of anaphase and investigate whether Polo kinase is involved. Polo kinase phosphorylation of proteins prior to and throughout cytokinesis may be a means by which the timing and progress of cytokinesis is coordinated with the timing of the end of mitosis. For instance, it is possible that polo kinase phosphorylation of Pav-KLP (Liu et al., 2004) is required for Pav-KLP and RacGAP50C
interaction (Somers and Saint, 2003) to facilitate their localisation to the furrow, followed by Polo kinase phosphorylation of RacGAP50C (Burkard et al., 2009) mediating RacGAP50C and pebble interaction (Somers and Saint, 2003, Yuce et al., 2005) and the subsequent activation of RhoA. It will also be interesting to investigate if Polo Kinase phosphorylation of RacGAP50C is required for RacGAP50C deactivation of Rac to permit entry into anaphase (Canman et al., 2008). Finally, there could be other Polo Kinase targets at the onset of anaphase. A combination of kinase assays and genetic interaction studies may provide valuable insight into these possible roles of Polo Kinase and would clarify the existence of a cross-talk between Polo kinase and RacGAP50C in the metaphase to anaphase transition and initiation of cytokinesis.

Finally, these findings along with previous studies suggest a model for the role of RacGAP50C in cytokinesis as a gene that performs three different consecutive functions: 1) Inhibition of Rac at the onset of anaphase which is required for cytokinesis (Canman et al., 2008) 2) Initiation of Cytokinesis by interacting with Polo Kinase and taking Pebble/ECT2 to activate RhoA and 3) ensuring a continued presence of RhoA signal and stable contractile ring constriction by interacting with Anillin.
Figure 4 An updated model for initiation of cytokinesis and contractile ring stability.

A) The cytokinesis initiation complex forms in anaphase by an interaction between Polo, RacGAP50C, Pav-KLP and Pebble. The Polo Kinase and RacGAP50C interaction brings Polo Kinase close to Pav-KLP. Polo Kinase then phosphorylates Pav-KLP (indicated by P) leading to localisation of the cytokinesis initiation complex to the equator.

B) At the equator, Pebble activates RhoA leading to contractile ring assembly and initiation of cytokinesis. Here, Anillin binds to Actin, Myosin and RhoA forming a complex bound to the cell cortex while RacGAP50C is bound to Pav-KLP, Polo Kinase and Pebble forming a complex that is associated with the inter-polar microtubules. An interaction between Anillin and RacGAP50C then anchors the ring to both the cell cortex and the cortical microtubules stabilising the contractile ring.
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SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIALS ON INCLUDED CD

**Video SV1**
A wild type dividing 3rd instar larval brain cell expressing Venus-tagged RacGAP. RacGAP can be seen localised to the site of cleavage furrow formation which then constricts down to a midbody.

**Video SV2**
A *polo Mad2* double mutant dividing 3rd instar larval brain cell expressing Venus-tagged RacGAP. RacGAP decorates the spindle microtubules and never localises to the equator.
**Figure S1.** RacGAP50C localizes to the contractile ring in dividing neuroblast cells. Wild-type third instar larval brains undergoing anaphase were stained for actin (A and red in D) to visualise the contractile ring, RacGAP50C (B and green in D) and DAPI (C and blue in D) to visualize DNA. RacGAP50C co-localizes with actin at the cell cortex in the contractile ring (D).

**Figure S2.** Analysis of mutations to specifically disrupt the interaction between RacGAP50C and Polo Kinase. A) Constructs of RacGAP50C with deletion of or mutations at specific residues were tested by yeast Two-hybrid assay for their interaction with Polo Kinase, Pav-KLP and Pebble. Three RacGAP50C constructs containing deletions of amino acids 149 to 155, 104 to 168 and 1 to 363 did not bind Polo Kinase. However, these constructs also did not bind Pav-KLP. B) Mutating two conserved amino acid residues in the intermediate domain of Polo Kinase (369 and 370 KP to AA) abolished the interaction between Polo Kinase and RacGAP50C. C) Mutation of residues 369-370 disrupts localization of Polo-GFP in dividing cells. Stage 10 embryo expressing Polo(KP→AA)-GFP stained for GFP (A and green in C) and Phospho-Histone3 (B and red in C) shows no localization of mutant Polo to the spindle poles or cleavage furrow (arrowed). In contrast, Polo-GFP retaining wild type residues 369-370 localizes normally and rescues cytokinesis in polo mad2 mutant 3rd instar larval brain cells (D-F).
Figure S3. A) FACS analysis of wild type and polo mad2 mutant third instar larval brains. Dissociated brain cells were stained with Hoechst 33342 and their DNA content analysed by flow cytometry. This is a representative plot from four analyses, each containing five brains. Wild type cells (black line) show a large population with unreplicated chromosomes (marked G1) and a small peak showing cells that have replicated DNA but not yet divided (G2). In polo mad2 brains (dashed red line) many cells contain sub-G1 amounts of DNA, representing apoptotic cells and debris. There is an additional peak of cells with greater than G2 amounts of DNA, representing hyperploid cells that have failed division and re-replicated the DNA. B) Percentage of polo mad2 mutant cells in each stage of mitosis compared to that of wild-type cells. polo mad2 and wild-type neuroblast cells were stained with anti-Tubulin to identify microtubules and Hoechst to visualize DNA. For each of the samples, the percentage of cells in each of the stages of metaphase, anaphase and telophase per field of view was graphed as mean with 95% CI.

Figure S4. RacGAP50C and Pav-KLP localise normally in mad2 mutant cells.
Third instar larval brains mutant for mad2 undergoing anaphase were stained for RacGAP50C (A and red in C), Pav-KLP (D and red in F) and DAPI (B, E, and green in C and F) to visualize DNA. Both RacGAP50C and Pav-KLP localize to the midzone of the cell between the dividing daughter nuclei (in C and F respectively).
**Figure S5.** Microtubule structure is not affected in *polo mad2* double mutants.

Third instar larval brains double mutant for *polo* and *mad2* were stained with anti-tubulin antibody (red) to visualize the microtubules, and anti-PH3 antibody (Blue) to visualize DNA in dividing cells. A) Metaphase. A relatively normal bipolar spindle (arrows) is formed in *polo mad2* mutants (lower panels) compared to heterozygous controls (upper panels). B) Anaphase. *polo mad2* mutant cells (lower panels) undergo anaphase, attempting to separate the chromosomes using a microtubule spindle that is not drastically defective at this stage compared to heterozygous controls (upper panels).